Issue Brief

The Overlooked Teacher Connectivity Challenge:
Using Non-Dedicated Communications Devices

Executive Summary
Since the start of the Coronavirus pandemic, a new connectivity challenge has
emerged. When schools closed, teachers were immediately pressed into a role that
required greatly expanded digital communications. In most instances, it involved the
use of their personal mobile phones in addition to their computing devices. Though
part of the digital transformation, this was a change that happened rapidly and
without the time needed to think through the many challenges that were to occur.
Not long after, teachers began reporting the depletion of their personal voice and
data plans and using their phones as hotspots just to keep their school-issued
computer connected in cases where home bandwidth was not sufficient. This was
especially true if their own children were having to access home Wi-Fi for school
during the same hours, or a spouse or extended family member was working from
home. In addition, dramatic shifts in scheduling for remote learning found teachers
furiously working after-hours, responding to questions and taking emotional calls
and texts from students late into the evening.
Lockdowns continue to roll through the nation based on new COVID-19 outbreaks,
and many schools are forced to permanently offer remote and hybrid learning
simply to remain competitive. Remote learning has become a way of life for both
teacher and learner, and administrators are earnestly trying to keep all voice, text
and social media accessible, professional, and transparent.

“Education is the key to unlock
the golden door of freedom.”
–George Washington Carver

In this Brief
When the Coron avirus
pandemic hit, the digital transformation accelerated and the
role of teachers shifted, requiring them to accept additional
responsibility and maximize
the utility of available communication devices, including
teacher-owned smartphones
and tablets. Loss of privacy
became an instant reality.

New “Always On”Generation
Numerous administrators have talked
about teachers being “always on” due
to the new rigors of altered schedules,
and it doesn’t appear to be getting better
in the short term. In fact, less than 29
percent of schools responding to the
Learning Counsel’s 2020 National Digital Transition Survey provide any type
of live-chat learning support, which
means the other 71 percent of schools
are providing that learning support via
teachers. What’s more, only 36 percent
offer live-chat tech support, which also
means that many teachers, in addition to
providing learning support, are serving
as front-line help for all the technology
issues that are suddenly in play – even
though the majority of them weren’t
very tech savvy only a few months ago,
and may still be struggling themselves.

“Teachers are going
into this situation
and really never
turning themselves
off, constantly being
at work, constantly
working on something,
constantly being
available to students,
answering questions.
We all left for spring
break, prepared to
have a great time and
then come back. But
nobody expected to
go on spring break and
not come back at all.”
Dayna Guyton
Lackland ISD, TX

Dayna Guyton, the Grant/AVID Director at Lackland ISD, DODEA (Department of Defense
Education Activity) in Texas, speaking on a recent Learning Counsel webinar said, “You
cannot pour from an empty cup. Teachers are going into this situation and really never
turning themselves off, constantly being at work, constantly working on something,
constantly being available to students, answering questions. We all left for spring break,
prepared to have a great time and then come back. But nobody expected to go on spring
break and not come back at all.”
“There is a real heightened awareness of people communicating on a regular basis,” said Dr.
David Long, Superintendent at Beaver County School District in Utah, on another Learning
Counsel webinar. “One of the big deals that happened with our teachers immediately
going into this is they didn’t know when to turn off or to take a walk or simply have a
moment for themselves. I had teachers that were working 10 or 12 hours a day on a
consistent basis and thinking that they were only going to have to keep that up for two
or three weeks. As we learned this was going to be something that was with us through
the rest of the school year, it became critical to start having conversations with staff who
were doing that and get them into a better routine and a better place.”
“Our teachers have been thrown into this idea of remote or virtual learning and they’ve
adapted very well,” said Karla Burkholder, the Director of Technology at Schertz-Cibolo-Universal City ISD in Texas. “But that said, we didn’t have the training for it because
it all happened so quickly. Fortunately, my district didn’t panic, and we took the time to
develop a remote learning plan and a remote learning guide for teachers and for families.
We’re not trying to replicate exactly what happens in the classroom because you can’t; if
you’ve got a house full of two, three or four kids, you can’t expect them to all be working
exactly like they do in school.”
On a webinar entitled “Doing the Pandemic Scramble,” Dr. Drew Hinds, the Technology
Director at Silverton High School at the Silver Falls School District in Oregon said, “As we’re
talking about communication tools in particular, internal and external communication is
one of the first things you need to attend to and spin up.”
Kurt Madden, Chief Technology
Officer at Fresno Unified School
District in California said, “If you’re
only going to have half your students at school at one time, then
you have to deal with faculty care.
We think we’re heading down the
path of saying it’s going to be two
days a week. That means that three
days a week, your students are at
home. So the question we’re trying
to address is, what does it look like
for a teacher to have five to 12 students in their class all day and then
have to keep up with the other 10
or 20 students that are at home? Do
you have class with those five to 12
students and then have the teacher
checking in with the other 10 to 20
students after school?”
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What the Pandemic Did
When schools shuttered and remote learning became the norm, the structure moved
from the age-old brick-and-mortar buildings into homes and hastily gathered small groups
of parents and neighborhood cohorts. Walls morphed into communications networks.

As schools shuttered and the-age-old
brick-and-mortar school structure disintegrated,
remote learning has become the norm, and
education has moved into homes.

Teachers’ personal smartphones have
become personal/school phones.
ment ary
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Ideally, teachers would have a school-supplied dedicated smartphone, along
with a service plan that includes unlimited voice, data, and mobile hotspotting
to give teachers privacy, and remove additional ﬁnancial obligation.
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This new modus operandi became teachers on their personal smartphones, even before
administrators recognized that voice and data communications on smartphones were
now a necessary part of the structure. As anyone knows who finds himself or herself
on continual video conference calls, there’s always going to be that time when you
can’t make something work on some platform and you have to use the dial-in option
by phone. Or those times when you need to call a missing attendee, or text them to
remind them to get on the meeting. Or times when your Internet isn’t working, and
you may need to use your smartphone’s hot spot. Or those times… Almost overnight,
personal smartphones became personal/school phones.

Disgruntled Employees and
Employee Loss

This new modus
operandi became
teachers on
their personal
smartphones, even
before administrators
recognized that
voice and data
communications on
smartphones were
now a necessary part
of the structure.
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As teachers began getting their mobile bills, they began thinking very poorly of their
employers, a risk no school can afford at a time when finding willing teachers is at a premium. Disgruntled faculty have already started a ground-swell movement to offload the
higher data and voice costs onto the school or district, an easy case to make since their
phone is now a job requirement. Many are demanding the school or district provide a
separate device for professional use so they can turn it off during non-work hours while
keeping their personal device available for family and friends. The emotional stability of
that separation is vital to preserve teacher sanity and privacy. More importantly, having
a separate device can create a higher expectation of professional standards where a
school-issued mobile phone is issued, tracked and has a plan selected by the institution.

A Matter of Policy First
Consider these steps to create a workable policy:
1. Survey teachers on percent of personal line use (do not ask about spend; that opens
a Pandora’s box of teachers and others reviewing and demanding reimbursement).
2. Create clear guidelines for personal data use and specifically spell out what can
and cannot be transmitted through a personal device.
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3. Whether teachers text with students, connect to outside Apps (not part of the
single sign-on operation or Learning Management System of a school or any other
approved system) with students, or share any other types of communications,
rules can be helpful to guide the communication. Include what sorts of communications occur, guidance about new roles and responsibilities beyond traditional
school hours, and rules governing how often students might communicate for
guidance after hours.
4. Create expectations of home Wi-Fi.

Important Next Investment for Schools
During this unparalleled time of the Coronavirus pandemic, teachers and other school
staff are finding split duty between in-place instruction and remote instruction. Many
teachers are pulling double duty, teaching classes during traditional school hours and
then instructing students during the off hours from their homes. In addition to requiring
an enhanced skill set to complete this very difficult assignment, teachers are finding an
increased need for communication while away from the classroom.
Prior to the realization by administrators of this increased need for communication,
teachers did what teachers do – use whatever assets were at hand to get the job done.
The result was millions of teachers using their own personal communications devices
to connect with students and ensure that learning was taking place. While admirable,
teachers have destroyed their own sense of privacy and created an unintended blurring
of the lines between school finances and their own personal finances.
In some respects, the situation is dire. But fortunately, there is a very easy fix. A school-supplied dedicated smartphone, along with a service plan that includes unlimited voice,
data, and mobile hotspotting will give teachers added privacy they need, and remove
additional financial obligation. ■
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Texting Relationships Between Students and Staff
By STEPHANIE JONES April 2020

https://my.aasa.org/AASA/Resources/SAMag/2020/Apr20/Legal.aspx

Imagine a mother walks into your school administration office with her
daughter’s cell phone records. There are multiple pages of calls and text
messages from the same number. The parent tells you that she believes
that the phone number belongs to a teacher.
You run a quick check and discover the text messages came from the
student’s social studies teacher. You call the teacher into your office. He
explains that he gives his cell phone number to all his students to help
with homework. You ask about this student specifically. Why would you
have a 90-minute phone call with this student at 3 a.m. about homework?
The teacher claims the student called after a fight with her parents, and
he just wanted to be supportive. He has a plausible explanation for each
call or text at inappropriate times. You ask to see his text messages, but
he refuses. You ask the parent to review the student’s text messages, but
the student already has deleted them.
Blurred Lines
This scenario has become increasingly common for attorneys working with
schools. There is no way to know if the teacher’s communication with
this student is appropriate, although the timing of the communication,
the extent of the communication, and the teacher’s refusal to share the
communication with you raises more red flags than you can count. You
certainly cannot ignore the implications of the evidence in front of you,
but you also have a teacher with employment rights and only circumstantial evidence to make a decision
regarding potential discipline. It
is a difficult conundrum.
continued on page 7
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Cell phone technology and social media have blurred the lines between
the student-teacher relationship. Students hold more personal access to
teachers than ever before. Twenty years ago, a student would never have
communicated electronically with a teacher for homework help at home,
let alone called, texted or e-mailed a teacher in the middle of the night to
discuss family issues. This not only creates the potential that a student and
teacher will end up involved in a relationship that neither expected (the
scenario above can end up being just that), but it also creates obstacles
to managing classroom expectations and imposing discipline.
To prevent these issues from arising, school districts should enact policies that limit these practices so students, staff and school districts are
all protected. The policy should inform staff of the expectation that all
communications meet the TAP test: Transparent, Accessible, Professional.
A communication that is transparent is one that anyone could read and
believe was appropriate. A communication that is accessible can be
recalled and shared with administration or parents whenever asked. A
communication that is professional limits communications to appropriate
topics within the student-teacher relationship and is a communication
made at appropriate places and times.

STEPHANIE JONES is a law partner at Kriha Boucek in Oakbrook Terrace,
IL. Sara Boucek, also a partner at Kriha, contributed to this column.
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Underwriter for this Brief:

As America’s Un-carrier, T-Mobile is your partner in bringing mobile learning initiatives to life in the classroom, across campus and in remote learning situations. T-Mobile offers simple, predictable plans and
a line-up of Wi-Fi capable phones, tablets, netbooks and laptops built for education. T-Mobile delivers
outstanding wireless experiences for customers unwilling to compromise on quality and value. For more,
visit www.t-mobile.com/government.

The Learning Counsel helps our subscribing 215,000+ education professionals
in the K12 and Higher Ed sector gain context on the shift to digital curriculum.
Our mission is to help districts and schools reach real transformation through
strategies for digital content & curriculum. Through consulting services and
research to events, custom publishing and online editorial, the Learning
Counsel provides dynamic and diverse opportunities for private and publicsector leaders to collaborate for positive change.

LeiLani Cauthen CEO & Publisher
A Research Publisher and Media personality for 20 years, LeiLani conducts national
research on digital curriculum trends and spend. She is well versed in the digital
content universe, software development, the adoption process, school coverage
models, and helping define this century’s real change to teaching and learning.

Charles Sosnik Editor-in-Chief
Charles has more than 30 years’ experience as a journalist and editor, with a
diverse background in magazines, newspaper, television, radio and digital media.
For the past ten years, he has been immersed in education, helping to bring
context to the ongoing narrative.

the Learning Counsel
3636 Auburn Boulevard ■ Sacramento, CA 95821 ■ 888.611.7709 ■ www.learningcounsel.com
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